
 

 

    

 

 

 

 

“I have been using Crown PX / Efucera PX teeth since 2008. I’m very pleased with their performance. The 

teeth are easy to set up, have a great appearance and wear extremely well. I use them for most of my im-

plant cases because of their resistance to wear. Allecon’s service is exceptional and they are easy and 

friendly to deal with.”  

Friedrich HG Brumm, Denturist  

Victoria Drive Denture Clinic  

Vancouver, BC 

“I’ve had a Denture Clinic in Edmonton for the last 33 years and have been using Crown/ Efucera teeth since 

2008 that I buy through Allecon.  They are superior in quality and hardness compared to other artificial teeth 

on the market and my patients love the appearance and shade choices.”            

               Dwayne Pasnak, Denturist 

Aaron Denture Clinic  

Edmonton, AB  

 

“We have used Crown PX / Efucera PX teeth in our busy 2 location denture clinics since 2007. We are as 

impressed with them  after 8 years of use as we were when we first started using them. These teeth are of 

exceptional quality and we now use them exclusively.  

Crown PX / Efucera PX teeth have a beautiful life like appearance and a good selection of shades and 

moulds enabling us to provide our patients with outstanding restorations. It has been our observation that 

these teeth are extremely hard wearing, against natural dentition and even C&B restorations.  

In all of the years we never had a breakage, bonding issue or other problems. It is our opinion that Yamaha-

chi teeth are the best teeth available which is why we proudly provide them to our patients. “ 

                                                         Robert Knight, Denturist

             Thomas Novak, Dental Technician 

                    Peninsula Denture Clinics 

Victoria, BC 
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“Since we have been introduced to Yamahachi Crown PX / Efucera PX brand by Andrew of Allecon, we have 

had excellent results. They have esthetics and durability that are far superior to other brands. Patient re-

sponse have been very positive since we started promoting this line of teeth in 2010. We receive excellent 

overnight delivery service for orders placed.”  

          Tom Lee & Bill Lee, Denturists 

Lee Denture Clinic  

Winnipeg, MB 

“Natural looking teeth, easy to balance and work with -resulting in patients loving their smile! “    

Sue Kim, Denturist 

Shawnessy Denture Clinic  

Calgary, AB 
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